So far, most of the work on decentralized control with communication [18, 2, 12, 11] has been based on the assumption that controllers can exchange information with zero delay, in other words, that the plant cannot perform any action between the transmission and reception of a message among controllers. This assumption, though it helps the study of what the communication policy should be (for example, how can transmissions be reduced so that only absolutely necessary information is communicated), is often unrealistic in practice, where controllers must function in a network with delays.
Introduction
Decentralized supervisory control for discrete-event systems has been studied in both (1) the case where the controllers do not communicate at run time, and (2) the case where the controllers can exchange information at run time. We call the first class of problems decentralized control without communication (e.g., see [8, 4, 17, 14, 13, 6, 5, 19, 7] ) and the second class decentralized control with communication ( e.g., see [18, 2, 12, 11, 10] ). Both classes are worth studying: decentralized control without communication is sometimes imposed, in the case where no network is available; on the other hand, communication is often necessary, in the case where the controllers do not have enough local information to achieve their objective. First, we show that our modeling framework results in the (infinite) hierarchy of control problems expressed by Formula (1) below. CC = VCCo :) VCC1 :)~ vcuc ~ vc (1) CC denotes the class of control problems that can be solved with a central controller. VCCk denotes the class of control problems that can be solved with two conp. 1 trollers with k-bounded-delay communication. VCUC denotes the class of control problems that can be solved with two controllers with unbounded-delay communication. VC denotes the class of control problems that can be solved with two controllers without communication. CC = VCCo means that every problem that can be solved with a single controller can also be solved with two controllers communicating with zero-delay, and vice-versa (recall that we assume the "transmit everything you observe" policy). VCC"+l ~ VCC" means that every problem that can be solved with (k + 1)-bounded-delay communication can also be solved with k-bounded-delay communication, in fact, using the same controllers. (Note that this is not necessarily true in other frameworks, for instance, see Footnote 5 in Section 4. ) The other inclusions are similar. The fact that the inclusions are strict means that there are problems which can be solved in a k-bounded-delay network, but cannot be solved in a (k + 1)-bounded-delay network, for k = 0,1,2, " " ", and that there are problems which can be solved with unbounded-delay communication, but cannot be solved in the absence of any communication.
other their observations, and these observations are delivered with bounded delay.
Related work: [1] studied a related centralized control problem, namely, the problem of synthesizing a single controller when there are delays in the input/output interaction between plant and controller (i.e., an event generated by the plant is not immediately observed by the controller, and similarly with controller outputs), and provided necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a controller, in the restricted case of plants generating a so-called memoryless language. [10] studied a related problem of decentralized diagnosis with communication. Their model of communication appears to be similar to our unbounded-delay model.
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Preliminaries
Second, we provide a set of undecidability and decidability results. Some versions of the decentralized control problem are known to be decidable [14, 13] , while others have recently been shown to be undecidable [7, 15] . In particular , checking the existence of (and constructing, if they exist) non-blocking controllers [9, 3] , such that A ~ L(G/C1 1\ C2) ~ E (resp., Lm(G/C1 1\ C2) = E), is shown to be decidable in [14] , where A and E are given regular languages, G is a (finite-state) plant, C1 and C2 are the controllers, (G/C1 1\ C2) is the conjunctively [19] controlled system without communication, L( .) is the unmarked (prefix-closed) language of (G/C1 1\ C2) and Lm( .) is the marked language of (G/C1 1\ C2). In [15] , it was shown that checking the existence of non-blocking controllers, such that Lm(G/C1 1\ C2) ~ E, is undecidable.1 N will denote the set of natural numbers. Let E be a finite alphabet. E* denotes the set of all finite strings over E, f denotes the empty string, and E+ = E* \ { f} . Ew denotes the set of all infinite strings over E. Given two strings p and pi, such that p is finite, ppi or p .pi is the concatenation of p and pi. Given a (finite or infinite) string p, a prefix of p is a finite string 1[ such that p = 1[ .T, for some T. We say that 1[ is a strict prefix of p if T # f. Let p be a (finite or infinite) string over E. Given r ~ E, we define the projection of p to r , denoted Pr(p), as the string obtained from p by erasing all letters not in r. For example, if E = { a, b, c} and r = {a, c}, then Pr(abbcbacb) = acac. For a set of (finite or infinite) strings L, Pr(L) = {Pr(p) I p E L}.
In this paper, we extend the results of [15] and show that it is undecidable to check the existence of two controllers such that a set of responsiveness properties is satisfied, in both cases of (1) unbounded-delay communication, or (2) no communication. We believe that the decentralized control problem with bounded-delay communication is decidable. Towards such a result, we prove decidability of joint obseruability with boundeddelay communication. The latter is a modification of the joint obseruability notion of [15] , to take into account the fact that the observers communicate to each 2We choose to model specifications by responsiveness properties, because these are simple properties that capture the essence of our results. With a little bit of extra modeling, responsiveness can express other properties as well. For instance, an in!Jariance property such as "event a never occurs" can be equivalently expressed by the responsiveness property a"" b, where b is a new letter that never occurs. Then, a"" b is satisfied iff a never occurs.
1 It is also worth noting that the setting of (14, 13] is slightly more general than the one considered in [15] , in the sense that (14, 13] allow controllers to have their own acceptance conditions (accepting states), whereas in [15] it is assumed that all states of the controllers are accepting.
D.2
A non-deterministic automaton over an alphabet E is a tuple H = {8, qo, E, ~), where 8 is the set of states, qo E 8 is the initial state, and ~ : 8 x E -+ 28 is the non-deterministic transition function {~ is a total function, which may return 0). We write s -!!:t Sf if Sf E ~{s,a). If, for all 8 E 8, a E E, ~{s,a) contains at most one element, the automaton is called deterministic {in this case, the transition function will often be denoted by 8). If ~{s,a) is never empty, the automaton is called receptive. A state 8 is a deadlock if for all a E E, ~{ s, a) = 0. Given a finite string p = al ...ak E E*, we define ~{p) to be the set of all states 8 E 8, for which there exists a sequence of states SO,Sl, ...,Sk E 8, such that So = qo, Sk = S and Si+l E ~{si,ai+l).
If ~{p) is non-empty, we say that p is generated by H. Given an infinite string 7r , we say that 7r is generated by H if every finite prefix p of 7r is generated by H. A string p generated by H is maximal if, either p is infinite, or p is finite and for some 8 E ~{p), s is a deadlock. Lmax{H) is the set of all {finite or infinite) maximal strings generated by H. state a, it "allows" only events in Aa(a), i.e., disables all events in Ea -Aa(a). Note that Aa(a) might be empty (no controllable event enabled) or equal to Ea (no controllable event disabled).
The controlled system, denoted ( G / C) , is defined to be the deterministic automaton (S,qo,E,8), where S = Sa x Sa, qo = (qoa,qoa), and 8 is defined as follows. Given s = (sa,sa) E S and a E E: if 8a(sa,a) is undefined, then 8(8, a) is undefined; if 8a(sa, a) is defined and a E Ea -Aa(sa),
where KG =8a(sa,a) if a E Eo and s'c = Sa if a f/; Eo. A deterministic automaton over E with outputs in r , where r is an alphabet (not necessarily related to E), is a tuple C = (S,qo,E,t5,r,A), such that (S,qo,E,t5) is a deterministic automaton over E, and A : S ~ 2r is the output function (total). :iO (resp.. }:::iC) is the set of events observable (resp.. controllable) to controller io In case some event a E }:::lC n }:::2C. that is. a is controllable by both controllers. the conjunctive decision policy is assumed. that is. the event is enabled iff both controllers enable it. The conjunctive decentralized control architecture without communication is depicted in Figure 2 . We will fix an alphabet E, to be used through the whole section. In all cases, the plant will be modeled as a finite-state deterministic automaton G over E, G = (8G,qoG,E,6G).
The controllers will be modeled as receptive deterministic automata with outputs. . }:0 models the set of events of the plant that are observable by the controller and }:a models the set of controllable events {i.e., the events that can be disabled by the controller) .The centralized control architecture is depicted in Figure 1 . The controller C = (Sa,qoa,Eo,6a,Ea,Aa) is a receptive deterministic automaton over Eo with outputs in Ea. The intended meaning is that, when C is in The pop operation models the network delivering a message. Q -1 models the messages "aging" by one time step. The push operations model the network scheduling a message to be delivered later on: since it is not known exactly after how many steps the message will be delivered, both push and pushk are nondeterministic. In an unbounded-delay network, push will be used, since a message may be delivered after an arbitrary (though finite) number of steps. On the other hand, in a network where a message is guaranteed to be delivered after at most k steps, pushk will be used. Notice that, by the FIFO property of the queue, a message cannot be delivered before all previous messages in the queue are delivered.
The conjunctively controlled system without communication, denoted (G/C1I\C2), is defined to be the deterministic automaton (8, qo, ~, 8) , where 8 = 8a x 81C X 82c, qo = (qoa,qlc,q2C), and 8 is defined as follows. Given s = (Sa,sl,s2) E 8 and a E ~: if 8a(sa,a) is undefined then 8(s,a) is undefined; if 8a(sa, a) is defined and there is some i = 1,2 such that a E ~iC -~C(Si) then 8(s, a) is undefined; otherwise, 8(s,a) = (8a(sa,a),s~,s~),
where, for i = 1,2, s~ = 8ic(Si, 3
Given an alphabet r, we define r = {a I a E r}. Given p E r*, p = al ...al, p denotes the string ~ ...~ E r*.
--plant I ElO E2o
The first element of a non-empty queue Q is its head, denoted head(Q), and the last element is its tai~ denoted tail(Q). Let ~lO, ~20, ~lC, ~2C ~ ~. The idea is that controller 01 will observe its own observable events, ~lO, plus the message events it receives from O2, ~. Note that if a E ~lO n ~20 (i.e., a is observable by both 01 and O2) then 01 will observe a directly (the moment it occurs) and will later receive a ( the message sent by 02). The situation is symmetric for O2. All message events are received in order, without loss, and within some finite (though unbounded) delay.
Let Qi be the set of all possible queues over ~, for i,j = 1,2, i # j. That is, a queue Q1 E Q1 will hold the messages sent from O2 to 01, and Q2 E Q2 will hold We define the operator push(Q,a), which takes a queue Q and a message a and returns an infinite set of queues, push(Q,a) = {Qmax(Q),Qmax(Q)+l, ...}, such that, for each i ~ max( Q), Qi is obtained by appending the new tail (a, i) to Q. We also define the parameterized operator pushk(Q, a), for k E N, which returns the finite set of queues, pushk(Q,a) = {Qmax(Q), ..., Qk} (if max(Q) > k, then pushk(Q,a) = n). 
is a receptive deterministic automaton over Eio with outputs in Eic. Let t be a new event, and define E' = EU~ U~ U{t}.
message. Time elapse is modeled by the special event t which takes one time step.4 Definition 4 (DCUC problem) Given a finitestate deterministic automaton G over E, a specification 4> over E, and E1o, E1G, E2o, E2G ~ E, do there er eceptive deterministic automata Ci over EiO U Ejo with outputs in EiG, for i, j = 1, 2, j # i, such that Lmax(G/C1 Aoo C2) F 4>.
The conjunctive decentralized control architecture with communication is depicted in Figure 3 . Note that, since we fix the communication policy to "transmit everything you observe" , we do not need to model communication actions of the controllers explicitly. Instead, every event observed by one controller is automatically transmitted to the other controller.
3.5 Decentralized control with bounded-delay communication (DCC) Let Eio, Eic, Ci and Et be as in Section 3.4. In addition, we are given a natural constant k E N. The conjunctive decentralized control architecture with bounded-delay communication is the same as the one shown in Figure 3 . The difference is that delays in this case are bounded by k.
The conjunctively controlled system with unboundeddelay communication, denoted (G/CI A 00 C2). is defined to be the non-deterministic automaton (S.qO.>:::f.~). where S = SG x SIC x S2C x QI x Q2. qo = (q.qIC.q2C.U.U). and ~ is defined as follows. Given states s = (SG.SI.S2.QI,Q2) and Sf = (sG,s~.s~,Q~,Q~), ~ contains the following types of transitions:
The conjunctively controlled system with k-bounded- Clause 1 corresponds to the case where a message is delivered from one of the queues: this happens as soon as a queue is ready. Clause 2(a) corresponds to the case where the plant moves: every such move is assumed to take one time step, so that it results in the aging of both queues by one step; moreover, if the plant executes b, then, for each controller Ci, if b is observable by Ci, then Ci will move according to b, and b will be (automatically) sent to the other controller Cj. Clause 2(b) corresponds to the case where the plant is blocked and there is at least one queue which is non-empty but not ready: in this case, we let time elapse, so that the queue eventually becomes ready and delivers the We will represent a decentralized control problem by a tuple (G,}::;10, }::;20, }::;lC,}::;2C,I/». To be able to compare, we will also represent a centrAlized control problem by the same type of tuple, with the convention that }::;0 = }::;10 U }::;20 and }::;C = }::;lC U }::;2C. We will denote by CC the class of all control problems ( G, }::;10, }::;20, }::;lC, }::;2C, 1/> ) for which there exists a centralized solution, that is, a controller C over }::;10 U}::;20 with outputs in }::;lCU}::;2C, such that Lmax(G/C) F 1/>. The notations VCCk, VCUC and VC are defined similarly, w.r.t. the Doo, DoUo and DO problems. We first observe that decentralized control with zero delay is equivalent to centralized control.
4We could have given the definition of (G/01 A 00 02) in another way, using queues whose elements are simply events (and not events with a time-t()-live field) and adding some fairness constraints to express the fact that every message is eventually delivered. However, we chose the above formulation, because it extends very easily to the bounded-delay case, as we shall see in Section 3.5. these inclusions are strict, it is worth noting that, because of Lemma 71 the inclusions will continue to hold in any other specification framework, say F' I provided F' is monotonic with respect to the transition graphs of systems, that is, if H F' 4> and the transition graph of G is a subgraph of the transition graph of H, then G F' 4>.
Next, we show that every decentralized control problem that can be solved with communication of unbounded delay or delay at most {k + 1) can also be solved if the delay is at most k, using the same controllers. This is to be expected, since a network of at most k delay is more deterministic {i.e., has less behaviors) than a network of at most k + 1 delay, or a network of unbounded delay. 5 The proof of Proposition 9 below is based on the following two lemmas.
Proof: We will use the plant depicted in Figure 4 . Assume that u, Ul, ..., Uk are uncontrollable and unobservable events, while a, c are controllable by controller G1 and b is observable by controller G2. The specification l/J is {u ~ d, b ~ c}. In other words, we want to keep a initially enabled, in case u occurs, but disable it if b occurs. We can build correct controllers in a kbounded-delay network. Controller G2 will do nothing, except transmit b to G1, if b occurs. Controller G1 will initially enable both a and c. If it receives b, it will disable a. It can be seen that these controllers satisfy l/J in a k-bounded-delay network, because b will be received by G1 at the latest right after Uk occurs, and before the "illegal" a can occur. However, in a network where delays can be more th~ k, the illegal a may happen before G1 has received b. If G1 decides to disable a right from the start {i.e., without observing anything), then u ~ d will be violated if the plant performs u. 8 Lemma 7 For any k E N, plant a, and controllers 01,02, ifa ~ a' is a tmnsition in (a/o1Ako2), then it is also a tmnsition in (a/01 Ak+l O2) and in (a/01 A 00 O2). VVe next observe that every decentralized control prol em that can be solved without any communication, can also be solved with unbounded-delay communication. This is easy to see, since any controllers that work without exchanging any information, will also work on any network, simply by ignoring all messages they receive. Putting together all the above results, we get the inclusions of Formula ( 1) .Before proceeding to show that 5Surprisingly, this intuition is incorrect in some modeling frameworks. For instance, if we require non-blockingness (the requirement that from each reachable state it is possible to reach an accepting state [9, 3] ), then there are examples of controllers and plant which are non-blocking on a (k+l)-bounded-delay network, but blocking on a k-bounded-delay network. This happens when the controllers make the wrong decision (e.g., keeping the system in a loop without ever reaching an accepting state) when they receive messages early, but the correct decision when the messages are received late. Then, an artifact of the definition of non-blockingness results in an implicit assumption, namely, that messages cannot keep amving early, therefore eliminating the blocking behaviors in the (k + l)-bounded case. This cannot happen in the k-bounded case, where messages never arrive late enough.
Proof:
We use the same example as in the proof of ]:>roposition 12 and the foct that VCUC !;;; VCCk+l° .
Proposition 14 VCUC -VC :1 0.
Proof: We will use the plant depicted in Figure 5 . bounded-delay communication. Observation lies at the heart of any control problem, thus, showing decidability of the former may help in understanding how to solve the latter. In a setting without communication, however, Gl cannot possibly know which of c, d to disable. It cannot disable both, since no response will ever be given, then. It cannot enable both either, since this may result in an incorrect response.
.
We first start with some definitions. Consider an alphabet >=: and >=:i ~ >=:, for i = 1, 2. Given a E >=:i, a;; is another event, called the indexed message event, which models the message sent by observer i to observer j, for i,j = 1, 2, i # j. Let r j = {aj I a E >=:i, for i,j = 1, 2, i # j. For example, if >=:1 = {a,b} and >=:2 = {a,c}, then r1 = {a2,'1;2} and r1 = {a1,c1}. Note that r1 and r 2 are disjoint.
-, Given a regular language L over E, El, E2 ~ E, and k E N, we will construct the language L~ ~ , which L,1,L,2 models the observation of L by two observers, where observer i observes all events in Ei immediately when they occur, and receives all events in Ej as indexed messages in ri, within a delay of at most k. We state two undecidability results. Due to lack of space, we cannot give any proofs. They can be found in [16] . The proofs are by reduction of an observation problem, namely, checking joint observability [15] .
Definition 15 (joint observability) Given regular languages K ~ L ~ E* over some alphabet E, and El, E2 ~ E, K is said to be jointly observable with respect to L and El, E2, if there exist no strings P E K,p' E L-K, such that for i = 1,2, PE;(p) = PE;(p').
Theorem 16 Checking joint observability is undecidable [15] . if there is no b such that clause 2(a) is satisfied and some queue Qi, i = 1,2, is non-empty. rl u r2 u {t})*, such that A~I'E2 has a sequence of transitions labeled with 11" to some state (8, D, 0), where 8EF.
6 Towards decidability of decentralized control with bounded-delay communication
We believe that solving the decentralized control problem with bounded-delay communication is decidable.
Towards such a result, we provide a decidability proof of a simpler problem of decentralized observation with 6Note that delays can be arbitrary but they are finite, so there can be no infinite behavior with only t events. 
